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ABSTRACT 
Suicide is an important issue to address, especially in rural areas. Rural areas are facing unique challenges such as poor health 
care facilities, lack of awareness, financial constraints and many more for such matters. 
Aims: To find the social, educational and medical attributes which may lead a person to deliberate self harm. 
Study Design: Retrospective study. 
Methodology:  Total 100 cases of suicidal attempts taken from DHQ teaching hospital Sargodha from (June to December) 
2019. We considered all the suicidal and self harm cases admitted through emergency and medicolegal clinic. Moreover cases 
less than 9 years of age and autopsy cases were excluded. All the cases were analysed with reference to 10 features (age, 
gender, locality, education, marital status, duration of stay in hospital, treatment given, prevalence of psychiatric disorder, 
suicidal attempts, the method used for suicidal attempt). 
Statistical analysis: ML models work on numeric data. However the dataset we collected have categorical features except age. 
The most used method for such purpose is python get dummies function. The get dummies() function is used to convert 
categorical variable into dummy/indicator variables. 
Results: In this study, more preponderance of suicidal attempts at age less than 40 in males which shows the development of 
more mature attitude with increasing age. 
Conclusion:  It was concluded that suicide is influenced by many personal factors that cannot be shared publicly on social 
platforms. However, such information can be used to lower the risk of suicide attempts in rural areas. 
Keywords: Machine Learning, Suicide Prevention, Suicide Detection and Ideation. 

 

INTRODUCTION 
Suicide is defined as a deliberate act of taking one’s own life with 
prior knowledge and expectation of his actions resulting in fatal 
outcome1. In every 40 seconds, one precious life is taken by 
suicide globally2. According to World Health Organization (WHO), 
suicide kills about 800,000 people every year3. However, each 
event of suicide is preceded by many failed attempts resulting in 
self harm not sufficient to cause death of a person. Young people 
in (15-29) years have been seen attempting suicide as the second 
major cause of mortality globally, furthermore, the third leading 
cause of death in late teens(15-19 years)3.  
 Poisoning is an important health hazard and one of leading 
causes of mortality4-6. Self-poisoning with pesticides accounts for 
14–20% of global suicides, an estimated 110,000–168,000 deaths 
each year7, down from an estimated 371,000 in the late 1990s8. 
Ingestion of pesticides, hanging,firearms and stab wounds are few 
other methods of suicide globally9,10. Overdose of over the counter 
medicines, intake of common household poisons in developing 
world11,12. Level of education, gender, marital status, financial 
status, personality type, stress of any kind, psychological 
disorders, area of living and societal impacts influence suicidal 
behavior13. 
 The problem is more severe in rural Asian communities, 
where a wide range of agricultural highly hazardous pesticides 
(HHPs) and wheat pills are easily available within the home and 
from shops8,14. In Pakistan, there is an accumulative incidence of 
increase in both suicide and deliberate self harm at an alarming 
rate in the recent years15. According to WHO, 2.9 % of every 
100,000 persons commit suicide in Pakistan making it a total of 
5500 deaths in the year 20163. Earlier, the figures were more 
threatening i.e, 7.5 % per 100,000 in year 2012. Every suicide 
creates numerous circumstances for family, society and the entire 
country having lasting effects on lives of those who are left behind 
the deceased. 
Machine Learning Classifiers: 
A. K-Nearest Neighbor: K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) has been 
used in predicting medical diagnosis, suicide risk and suicide 
detection16,17 [23]–[27]. KNN originally formulated by Fix and 
Hodges (1951), and it is a lazy learning, non-parametric, machine 
learning algorithm that works by classifying instances based on 

their similarity18. Lazy learning quotes to the method of 
generalization for the training data. KNN falls under the supervised 
learning variant of machine learning19 where the system is trained 
by known examples. The system examines a set of data consisting 
of observed values and classifications, and uses that data to 
predict classifications for a new set of observed values. 
B. Logistic Regression: Logistic Regression (LR) is a most 
popular classifier used for various medical research purposes20,21. 
It is a supervised learning classification algorithm used to predict 
the probability of a target variable. The nature of target or 
dependent variable is dichotomous, which means there would be 
only two possible classes. In simple words, the dependent variable 
is binary in nature having data coded as either 1 (stands for 
success/yes) or 0 (stands for failure/no)22,23. 
C. Decision Tree: Decision trees are one of the first inherently 
non-linear machine learning techniques. It generates an 
approximate solution via greedy, top-down, recursive partitioning. 
Another advantage of decision trees is that they can easily deal 
with categorical variables. Moreover DT is recommended when 
there are predetermined set of attributes, the response is discrete 
and disjunctive and graphical results are required24. There are 
three components of DT: decision nodes, branches, and leaves. 
The direction begins at the node and extends to the leaf, which 
connects the features. The tree is a disjunction of these 
connections and these disjunctions separate the branch population 
into sets with the same likelihood of events. At each stage, the 
disjunctions cause the highest possible predictive power. The 
graphical feature presentation makes ease of interpretation and 
allowing to different alternative24. 
Objectives: To find the social, educational and medical attributes 
which may lead a person to deliberate self harm (DSH). 
 

METHODOLOGY 
Present retrospective study enrolled 100 cases of suicidal attempts 
taken from DHQ teaching hospital Sargodha from (June to 
December) 2019. We considered all the suicidal and self harm 
cases admitted through emergency and medicolegal clinic. 
Moreover cases less than 9 years of age and autopsy cases were 
excluded. All the cases were analysed with reference to 10 
features (age, gender, locality, education, marital status, duration 
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of stay in hospital, treatment given, prevalence of psychiatric 
disorder, suicidal attempts, the method used for suicidal attempt). 
All this information was recorded on Performa. 
Statistical Analysis: Pre-processing is first step to ensure ML 
model work properly on the dataset as expected. ML models work 
on numeric data. However the dataset we collected have 
categorical features except age. All features such as education, 
marital status, presence of psychiatric disorder, location, marital 
status and gender which we used to feed the network are 
converted to binary format. The most used method for such 
purpose is python get dummies function. The get dummies () 
function is used to convert categorical variable into 
dummy/indicator variables. 
B. Train Test Split: For any machine learning model to produce 
good result is to split the data in (70-30) ratio. The 70 % of data 
used for training the model and remaining 30 % used for testing 
the accuracy of model on unknown instances. 
 

RESULTS 
The parameters used during training of classifiers were listed in 
Table-1. 
 

 
 
The accuracy of three classifiers was depicted in Table-2 and was 
presented as percentage. 
 
Table 2: Knn, Naive Bayes And Logistic Regression Accuracy 

Model Accuracy (%) 

KNN 91.30 

Decision Tree 91.30 

Logistic Regression 88.40 

 
 The study showed more preponderance of suicidal attempts 
at age less than 40 in males which shows the development of 
more mature attitude with increasing age. Most of the suicide 
attempts are above the age of 30. Furthermore, lack of an 
education for most of the respondents was seen in Figure-1. 
 

 
Fig 1: Educational status of  respondants 

 The source of intake (severe) has been taken mostly by 
females (Figure 2&3). We can infer from the results, the 
respondents who have committed by marital status. 
 

 
 
Fig 2: Mode of intake based on education marital status 

 
Fig 3: Previous attempts of respondents based on location marital status 

 
 On x-axis we can see, the females with presence of 
psychiatric disorder converge more towards severely toxic intake 
and they are mostly from Rural areas seen in Figure 4. 
 

 
Fig 4: Distribution of respondents in takes by presence psychiatric disorder 

 

DISCUSSION 
Moreover, most of suicides attempts are committed around (30-40) 
years of age for married respondents, which can be related to 
more demanding marital responsibilities, pressure of kids,financial 
sufferings etc. Unmarried women usually tried self harm at early 
age(teen and early adulthood) however ,there are lesser incidents 
in elderly women due to their commitments and involvements in 
the family. Results were in line with many previous studies done11-

14.We can see from Figure-1 that education level of the individuals 
mostly primary and middle and they belong to rural areas side-by 
city Sargodha, and used (Mild) intake method for committing 
suicide such as wheat pills, shampo and rat pills which are easily 
accessible in rural areas as shown by previous studies too7-9. 
Moreover, from Figure 2 and 3 mostly married had attempted 
(Mild) intake method, and they had previous attempt history. 
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 The earlier and rigorous treatment modalities (antidote, 
gastric lavage and symptomatic medicines) are related to better 
survival rates and lesser fatalities. Similarly, longer hospital 
request. This recommends more strict strategies for hospital 
admissions and follow-ups in suicidal cases. A strong database 
setting can help the medical teams in keeping them in loop for 
future surveillance. 
 Our study also showed the relation between level and 
method of committing suicide similar to one previous study20. We 
collected data from DHQ teaching hospital, hence most of 
respondents belong to lower class. We can see females with 
primary or lower level education took wheat-pills and 
organophosphorous compounds for committing self harm, while 
those who are educated middle and above took alternate methods 
like CuSO4, shampoo, acids and drugs. Similarly those committing 
suicide for the first time used cheap and easily available drugs like 
wheat pills and pesticides while the experienced ones used the 
methods with less easy recognition and more lethal effects like 
acid ingestion,copper sulphate or other household poisons22. 
Limitations: Our study had limitations like financial constraints, 
lack of resources, genetic workup and short duration of study.  
 

CONCLUSION 

It was concluded that suicide is influenced by many personal 
factors that cannot be shared publicly on social platforms. 
However, such information can be used to lower the risk of suicide 
attempts in rural areas. We used machine learning classifiers to 
classify attempts into two categories, 1: (the first attempts), 2: 
(twice and more). We believe such intelligence can be used by 
giving a proper rehabilitation and counselling at an appropriate 
time soon after the first incidence. 
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